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OBJECTIVES Research Consortium (AONGRC or the

Consortium),a partnershipof the state
The objectivesof thiscontractare to geologicalsurveys in Kentucky, Ohio,

produce a printed atlas of major Pennsylvania,and West Virginia,and the
Appalachianbasingasplaysand tocompile departmentsofGeologyand Petroleumand
a machine-readabledatabaseof reservoir NaturalGas EngineeringatWest Virginia
data. University(WVU), agreeswith theneed to

classifygas reservoirsby geologicplays.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION During meetings with industry

representatives, the small independents in
In their "Gas Research Program the basin emphasized that one of their

Implementation Plan" issued in April 1990, prime needs was to place each producing
the U.S. Department of Energy identified reservoir within a stratigraphic framework
and discussed research activities for natural subdivided by environment of deposition to
gas resource assessment and recovery with enable them to develop exploration and
near-, mid-, and long-term objectives and development strategies.
described how to implement these activities.
In the near-term, five research topics were The Appalachian basin is a broad
identified, including "Gas Atlases geologic province that spans several states.
Compilation/Reservoir Classification," and There is no central regulatory authority,
"Database Consolidation and Maintenance." similar to the Texas Railroad Commission,
DOE envisioned a close linkage between acting as a source of detailed reservoir data.
these two activities with data flowing The general absence of major oil and gas
between both as they were performed companies in the exploration and
concurrently. However, DOE noted that it development of the basin has resulted in
may be essential to develop an appropriate many small independent operators with
reservoir classification scheme that divides limited geologic staffs generating internal
reservoirs in a region into groups with reports on prospective areas for drilling;
common geological and engineering these reports are often not published. Most
characteristics before consolidating private vendors of oil and gas well and
databases or producing the gas atlases, reservoir information are generally lacking
They further stated that this combination of in historical data typical of mature
activities (classification scheme, database provinces. Finally, significant exploration
consolidation, gas atlases) "... clearly and development occurred prior to the
represents a major effort...", one that will establishment of statewide regulatory
require the assistance of "... universities, agencies.
industry, and state and federal geological
surveys." The report goes on to state that PROJECT DESCRIPTION
the three activities are °° an essential
starting point for the entire gas program..." Six tasks were identified to accomplish
to guide further research and industry the objectives. Task 1, Defining Gas Plays,
development and to expose gaps in data resulted in the identification of 31 plays.
currently available for those pursuits. Task 2, Data Collection and Compilation, is

on going, as play descriptions are being
The Appalachian Oil and Natural Gas written, tables and illustrations constructed,



and the atlas database designed. Task 3, be completed by the end of November, 1993.
Atlas Preparation, is in progress at present. The remaining 12 will be completed in early
Task 4, Atlas Review, is following Task 3 February, 1994.
closely, as an essential part of the play
description preparation. Task 5, printing Table 1 is the standard outline being
the atlas, will occur during the final months used by all authors for the play descriptions.
of the contract. Task 6, Technology The use of the outline will enable the reader
Transfer, has been on-going throughout the to quickly and easily find the same
contract, with presentations by project information for comparison of different
personnel at the 24th Annual Appalachian plays. Table 2 lists the typical required and
Petroleum Geology Symposium, the 1993 optional illustrations for each play. Table 3
Eastern Section, American Association of is an example of the "Reservoir and
Petroleum Geologists Annual Meeting, Production Data of Major Pools Included in
METC Contractors Review Meetings, and Play XX" table which will be included with
the Kentucky Oil and Gas Association 1993 each play description. A maximum of 24
Summer Meeting. The 25th Annual fields or pools in each play will be published
Appalachian Petroleum Geology Symposium, in the atlas. Data on all the fields and pools
to be held in March, 1994 in Morgantown, included in each play will be contained in
WV, will be devoted to presentations on all the database.
of the Appalachian basin gas plays being
included in the Gas Atlas. Figure 1 is an example (the Lower

Silurian Tuscarora Sandstone Fractured

RESULTS Anticline play) of the map showing the
location of the fields and pools included in a

The text for eight of the 31 play play. This figure is designed to show the
descriptions has been completed, drafting of relative extent of each play within the
illustrations for these plays is underway (or basin. A correlation chart (Figure 2, for the
complete for some plays), and the review Cambrian-Ordovician Knox Group
process is ongoing. The review process has unconformity play) serves to locate the play
been set up to ensure consistency, accuracy, stratigraphically. Correlation charts may
and completeness for all play descriptions show both formal stratigraphic and informal
included in the atlas. Following internal drillers' terms. Isopach (Figure 3) and
reviews by three project members, the text structural contour (Figure 4) maps of a key
and illustrations are sent to three external field (Oneida Consolidated field, Clay
reviewers and to the METC project County, Kentucky, Lower Devonian- Upper
manager. After all external and METC Silurian unconformity play) are used to
reviewer comments have been examined by illustrate the relationship of structure and
the author(s), the text and illustrations are thickness to gas production. Type logs for
reviewed by the technical editor. Upon key fields (Figure 5, east central Kentucky,
approval ofthe text and illustrations by the Lower Devonian-Upper Silurian
technical editor, the production editor then unconformity play) show log characteristics
prepares the text and illustrations for of the reservoir and surrounding units.
publication. Stratigraphic cross sections (Figure 6, the

Cambrian-Ordovician Knox Group
Eleven additional plays are scheduled to unconformity play) are used to illustrate



regional stratigraphic relationships of the Ohio: Ohio Division of Geological Survey
productive zones and overlying and Bulletin 64, 197 p.
underlying units.

Milici, R.C., and de Witt, Wallace, Jr., 1988,
The Appalachian Basin, in Sloss, L. D., ed.,

FUTURE WORK Sedimentary cover--North American
Craton:U.S.: Geological Society of

In the remaining year of the contract, all America,The Geology of North America, v.
play descriptions and illustrations will be D-2, p. 427-469.
finalized and prepared for printing. The
database will be compiled and formatted for Patchen, D.G., Avary, K.L., and Erwin, R.B.,
delivery. 1985, Correlation of Stratigraphic Units of

North America (COSUNA) project-Northern
REFERENCES Appalachian Region: American Association

of Petroleum Geologists, chart, 1 sheet.
Dolly, E.D., and Busch, D.A., 1972,
Stratigraphic,structural, and geomorphic Riley, R.A., Baranoski, M.T., Carlton, R.W.,
factors controlling oil accumulation in Upper Harper,J.A., and Laughrey, C.D., 1993,
Cambrian strata of central Ohio: American Measuring and predicting reservoir
Association of Petroleum Geologists heterogeneity in complex deposystems: the
Bulletin, v. 56, no. 12, p. 2335-2369. Late Cambrian Rose Run sandstone of

eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania:
Janssens, A., 1973, Stratigraphy of the Final report, U.S. Department of Energy,
Cambrian and Lower Ordovician rocks in contract no. DE-AC22-90BC14657, 220 p.



Table 1. Outline for play description

TITLE (play number, name, and author[s])

Location
Include a brief descriptionof identifyingfeaturesof the play if appropriate

Production History
Discovery, development,cumulativeproduction

Stratigraphy
Producingformation(s),member(s), sand(s), zone(s), etc.
Age of producingunit(s)
Lateral equivalentsof producingunit(s)
Environment(s)of depositionof producingunit(s)

Structure

Reservoir
Type of trap(s)
Source rock (age, lithology,maturity)
Migrationof fluids
Depth to pay--range and average
Thickness--rangeand average
Rock pressure--rangeand average
Initialopen flow--range and average
Final open flow--range and average
Heterogeneity (porosity types, porosity--range and average, permeability--range and

average, type of reservoir [singlelayer, multi-layer],drive mechanism,completion
strategies,production[per well--rangeand average, per acre--range and average],
decline curves [typicalwell(s), typical pool(s)])

Description of Key Fields
(use field name to begineach description)

Resources and Reserves

Future Trends

References Cited



Table 2. List of play illustrations and tables

Illustrations

Typical field illustrationsrequiredfor each play:
Isopachor structuremap
Cross section(either structuralor stratigraphic)
Type log
Pay or porositymap

Other illustrations:
Pool map on basin base map
Stratigraphiccolumn (both formal and drillers'terms)
Correlationchart

Plays defined by depositionalsystemsor environmentsmay includesketchesor modelsof
these systems. Other possibleillustrationsincludetypes of traps, thermal maturity,and decline
curve.

Tables

"Reservoir and Production Data of Major Pools Included in Play XX" will be includedwith
each play description. For some plays, othertables may be appropriate.

Other tables which may have to be included:
One table for one field per play with DOE's 41 data elements
A table for the bigger plays with field names keyed to numberson the pool map of the
basin



Table 3. Reservoir and production data of major fields and pools
in Cambrian-Ordovician Knox unconformity play
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Figure 1. Map of the Appalachian Basin showing the location and extent of the

Lower Silvan Tuscarora Sandstone fractured anticline fields and pools.
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Figure 2. Correlation chart for part of the Ordovician and Cambrian of the Appalachian basin (modified
from Janssens, 1973; Patchen and others, 1985; Milici and de Witt, 1988; and Riley and others, 1993),

Cambrian-Ordovician Knox Group unconformity play



Figure 3. Isopach map of the Lockport Dolomite?_Big Six", Oneida Consolidated field, Clay
County, Kentucky, Lower Devonian-Upper Silurian unconformity play



Figure 4. Structure contour map on the base of the Devonian Ohio Shale, Oneida Consolidated field,
Clay County, Kentucky, Lower Devonian-Upper Silurian unconformity play
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Figure 6. Regional cross sections of the Middle Ordovician and

Upper CmbNan in central Ohio demonstrating the Knox unconformity and
Waverly Arch (modified from Dolly and Busch, 1972),

CmbNan.t_do_cian Knox unconformity play
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